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The Balmain x Barbie pop-up is  now open in Dallas . Image courtesy of Neiman Marcus
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U.S. retailer Neiman Marcus is launching an exclusive pop-up experience celebrating the Balmain x Barbie
collaboration in partnership with the French fashion label.

The Barbie pink pop-up is now open through Jan. 30 at the Neiman Marcus NorthPark location in Dallas, Texas.
Neiman is also honor a decade-long relationship with the fashion brand and is the luxury multibrand retailer with the
largest assortment of Balmain pieces worldwide.

"We have heard from many of our customers that they want to have fun with fashion again," said Lana Todorovich,
president and chief merchandising officer at Neiman Marcus, in a statement.

"The special partnership between Balmain and Barbie does that and more," she said. "As Neiman Marcus continues
to innovate the ways in which we engage with our customers, we are thrilled to partner on an exclusive pop-up
experience that celebrates the excitement of playing dress up and brings a modern multicultural take on the Barbie
brand to our Dallas NorthPark location."

Barbie in Paris
Balmain's new collection plays with its house codes and Barbie's bright iconography. Neiman-exclusives include a
maxi monogram dress and an oversized denim jacket with embroidered badges, and prices range from $295 to
$42,494.

Announced earlier this month and launched on Jan. 13, the ready-to-wear line reflects the cultural icon of the Barbie
doll and its known flair, fostering nostalgia with the toy's Barbie logo from the 1990s and its recognizable pink
packaging (see story).

This signature aesthetic also served as inspiration for the Neiman Marcus pop-up.
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The pop-up takes  inspiration from Balmain's  home in Paris . Image courtesy of Neiman Marcus

"It's  easy to spot how my design team and I have riffed on the very-familiar flair, colors and graphics of the Barbie
universe," said Olivier Rousteing, creative director at Balmain, in a statement.

"And this limited-edition collection also gives fresh and unexpected spins to several of Balmain's most celebrated
signatures, including the marinire and the house's 50-year-old Labyrinth pattern," he said. "The one-of-a-kind Dallas
pop-up at Neiman Marcus builds upon that spirit, cleverly weaving two distinct visions together."

The space takes inspiration from the glass pavilion of Paris' iconic Grand Palais, adding a dose of bright pink, with
park benches and other French motifs.

For weekend activations, Neiman Marcus is playing up the experience with live DJ sets, a cotton candy machine and
photo opportunities with a life-sized Barbie doll box.

"With its blend of the iconic touches that you'd find on my hometown's finest avenues and a very pop twist on the
familiar codes of Balmain boutiques, we know that this is definitely the Paris where Barbie would be hanging out,"
Mr. Rousteing said.
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